
ANNECY: The jokes have been doing the
rounds on social media since Iceland’s stun-
ning 2-1 victory over England put them in
the Euro 2016 quarter-finals. Kolbeinn
Sigporsson’s winning goal made him a hero
in Iceland while the last 16 defeat signaled
the end of Roy Hodgson’s career as England
manager. “Roses are Red, Violets are Blue,
We’re out of the Euros, And out of the EU
#engice,” quipped one England fan after
Monday’s defeat and the Brexit referendum.

Now hosts France are the next big name
hoping to avoid being made laughing
stocks by the Nordic minnows in tomor-
row’s quarter-final in Paris. A big chunk of
Iceland’s population of 330,000 is in France
to support their team and the island is
going nuts for football. The mood in the
Iceland camp is relaxed. There are lots of
jokes in their press conferences alongside a
confident air of determination.

“This is the biggest game in our history,”
said midfielder Birkir Bjarnason. “I don’t
think any team is going to underestimate us

after the England result.” Unusually, the
team has two coaches-Heimir Hallgrimsson,
who works as a part-time dentist, alongside
Sweden’s Lars Lagerback. “We’re the team
behind the team,” said Lagerback. The duo
have shared the duties since 2014, but this
is their last joint venture and Hallgrimsson,
49, will take over after Euro 2016 as head
coach. Media interest in the smallest nation
to qualify for a major tournament has
exploded since the England win. “Things
went a bit crazy,” said press officer Omar
Smarason.

Nothing sloppy 
Journalists want to know the secret

behind Iceland’s success, but the simple
answer is hard work-and not being “sloppy”.
“We have set guidelines to work within, it’s
about creating a standard both on and off
the pitch,” explained Lagerback. “For exam-
ple, standards were a little sloppy and in the
euphoria of the win (over England), a few of
the guys were late to dinner the day after.

“Normally we’re flexible, but that was one of
the details we brought up. “‘Don’t think you
are over the hill just because you beat
England - keep the standard’ “I think the
best way to challenge a footballer is to ask if
he is 100 percent professional.”

There was nothing sloppy about how
Iceland qualified for France. They made the
football world take notice by beating the
Netherlands home and away. Before that,
Iceland almost qualified for the 2014 World
Cup before losing a play-off to Croatia.
Iceland had finished second-bottom of their
group in the Euro 2008 and Euro 2012 quali-
fying campaigns. Iceland’s success in France
is the fruit of a decision made by their
national football association (KSI) fifteen
years ago to invest in indoor football arenas
and improve coaching. Lagerback has also
been important. Before he started to work
with Iceland in 2011, the 67-year-old had
taken his native Sweden to five major finals
and coached Nigeria at the 2010 World Cup.

‘Priceless’ 
“His contribution has been priceless,”

said Hallgrimsson. “You have to realize that
Iceland is a very small country, the coaches
there are amateurs. “So to have a guy come
in, with all his international experience, was
a big deal,” added Hallgrimsson. “He proba-
bly doesn’t realize what he is leaving behind
and what a difference he has made.” Results
in France have put Iceland on the foot-
balling map, but Hallgrimsson says the chal-
lenge is to carry the success into the 2018
World Cup qualifiers. And to find the next
generation of giant killers.

“If you take your child, to football train-
ing (in Iceland) there is a 90 percent chance
the trainer working with the kid will have an
A or a B UEFA license,” he said. “I think we
are amongst the best in the world for kid’s
coaching. “When it comes to 17,18 or 19,
then it’s better to be in academies abroad,
that is what we’re looking to improve in the
future.” Hallgrimsson switches effortlessly
between Icelandic and English, the latter of
which is often spoke in training for
Lagerback’s benefit. — AFP 
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Iceland’s Euro success 
is no laughing matter

ANNECY: Iceland’s march to the Euro
2016 quarter-finals has caught the foot-
ball world by surprise-and left new-found
fans struggling to get their hands on a
replica shirt.  Iceland’s eye-catching blue
playing shirt has become the tourna-
ment’s must-have item after their shock
2-1 win over England in the last 16 thanks
to Kolbeinn Sigthorsson’s winning goal.

Because of the Nordic nation’s
European Championship success in beat-
ing England demand for the shirts has
been almost 2,000 percent higher than
expected, Iceland team press officer
Omar Smarason said on Friday.  And that
could go higher as Iceland prepare to
face hosts France in Paris on Sunday for a
place in the semi-finals. Internet orders
for shirts have swamped Sport Company

Ehf, Iceland’s official jersey distributor,
and Edrea, the Italian manufacturers.
“Based on the number of emails and
Facebook messages we’ve been getting,
yes, we are sold out,” Smarason said.

“Demand is 1800 percent over what
was predicted, which is good on one
hand, but bad for everyone who has not
got the shirt they wanted yet.  “We have
every faith in Errea and we’re sure every-
one will get their shirt eventually.”
Iceland’s tale is similar to the plight
sportswear firm Puma suffered when
unfancied Premier League winners
Leicester City won this season’s title.
Puma, who make Leicester’s shirts, ran
out of replica kits in January, four
months before the end of the English
league season. — AFP 

A combination of two file pictures shows Iceland’s defender Ragnar Sigurdsson (L) in Nice on June 27, 2016 and France’s
forward Antoine Griezmann Decines-Charpieu near Lyon on June 26, 2016. France face Iceland in Saint-Denis near Paris
on July 3, 2016 in the quarter-finals of the Euro 2016 football tournament. — AFP 

No room for egos as France
faces underdogs Iceland

PARIS: With an unassuming group of players lighting up the
European Championship, Iceland’s dazzling advance has been
infectious. Even France, which has a recent history of rebellion,
is talking up the importance of team unity as the two-time
European champions prepare to face Iceland in Sunday’s
quarterfinal. “If someone wants to act like a star, we’ll put
them back in their place,” France defender Patrice Evra said.
“The team is the star.” France may be host of Euro 2016 and
one of the favorites to win the tournament, but the limelight
has been well and truly seized by the fearless Icelanders, who
are unbeaten in four matches and dispatched England to
reach the last eight. Not bad for a team from the smallest
nation to ever contest the European Championship.

Iceland hasn’t scrapped through with ultra-defensive foot-
ball. It has scored the same number of goals as France - six -
and stands potentially 180 minutes from the final. “A lot of
people have underestimated the smaller nations,” Evra said.
No longer, although France hasn’t lost to Iceland in 11 previ-
ous meetings. Iceland’s ascent in international football can be
traced through its past fixtures with France. Now ranked 34 in
the world by FIFA, Iceland was as low as 131st when it last
faced France in a friendly four years ago. Even then there were
flickers of optimism for the Nordic nation of 330,000. 

Potential for revenge 
Iceland led 2-0 before France came from behind to win 3-2.

It was the same final score when Iceland was last at the Stade
de France in 1999 for a European Championship qualifier
against the then world champion. However vast the rankings
gulf has been, Iceland has been no pushover. “Maybe we have
players with less individual quality, if you compare our players
with the French team, which has players in almost every posi-
tion playing in the Champions League day in day out,” Iceland
joint-coach Heimir Hallgrimsson said. “There’s not many in the
Iceland team that has played Champions League. In individual
quality you can see that they are superior. So we have to be
collective and work together to make up for it.” The pressure
and expectation is all on France - and particularly striker Olivier
Giroud, who hasn’t found the net since the opening game
against Romania when the host won 2-1.

“Because he hasn’t scored for two games some people
might criticize him and say, ‘(Antoine) Griezmann’s scoring all
the goals,’” Evra said. Evra highlighted how Giroud’s header
set up Griezmann for his second - and match-winning - goal
against Ireland in the round of 16. “We need Olivier and we
believe in him,” Evra said. France will have to cope without the
suspended duo of center back Adil Rami and midfielder
N’Golo Kante on Sunday. Yohan Cabaye is expected to take
Kante’s place as was the case when Didier Deschamps rested
the Leicester player for the final group game against
Switzerland. Samuel Umtiti has been tipped to fill in for Rami
and make his France debut on the biggest of stages. Set for a
post-Euro 2016 move to Barcelona, Umtiti only made the
France squad after two teammates pulled out injured. — AP 

This combination of pictures shows France’s coach
Didier  Deschamps Iceland’s  coach Heimir
Hallgrimsson (L)  and Iceland’s  coach Lars
Lagerbaeck. — AFP

Iceland shirt is Euro 
16’s must-have item


